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Laws of Ecology andTheir Promise of Explanations

Viorel Pâslaru∗

A number of ecologists have put forward various proposals that ecology has laws, yet they
have not explicated what role laws play in ecological explanations. Marcel Weber (1999),
Lev Ginzburg and Mark Colyvan (2004) correct this deficiency and also make their case
for laws of ecology: the principle of competitive exclusion and Malthus’s law of exponential
growth respectively. According to Weber, the principle of competitive exclusion explains
phenomena (1) by direct application, or (2) by describing a default state from which ob-
served phenomena deviate and mechanisms are called to account for the discrepancy. In-
dependently of Weber, Ginzburg and Colyvan articulate a role similar to (2) for Malthus’s
law. I argue that Weber’s proposition of explanation by direct application is not consistent
with Gause’s account of “bottle experiments” that he uses to support it and does not do
justice to ecologists’ explanatory practice. To address these problems, I articulate an alter-
native account of explanation by direct application—the covering-law model—based on a
proposal by Elgin and Sober (2002) and show that even in this proposal mechanisms play
a key explanatory role. I also demonstrate how the covering-law model accounts for how
Malthus’s law can explain by direct application and for its role of descriptor of a default
state. Finally, I argue that the views on laws as components in covering-law model expla-
nations or as descriptors of default states do not give sufficient attention to the prominent
explanatory role of mechanisms and to the demanding task of identifying and describing
them, and ought to be corrected.
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1 Introduction

In contrast to the students of physics, students of ecology are not taught that their science offers
an unequivocal set of laws that should be used to explain and predict ecological phenomena.
However, a number of ecologists and a few philosophers of science have argued that ecology
has laws (Colyvan and Ginzburg 2003b, Ginzburg and Colyvan 2004; Weber 1999; Turchin
2001; Berryman 2003; Mikkelson 2003; Lange 2005; West and Brown 2004; Cooper 2003;
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Linquist et al. 2016), and some have even argued that it is analogous to physics (Colyvan and
Ginzburg 2010). Even if successful, the case for laws of ecology requires an explication of their
role in explanations and a clarification of their explanatory weight relative to that of mechanisms,
which are often invoked alongside laws, yet these issues have not been examined sufficiently.
This article contributes to remedying this deficiency.

Some friends of laws of ecology maintain that we should not understand the laws of ecology
as like the laws of physics. Rather, they should be understood based on the explanatory and
predictive practice of ecology, which shows that lawfulness is amatter of degree and of invariance
over a range of possibilities (Cooper 2003, 113–114). Lange (2005) argues that ecological laws
are autonomous from microphysical states, which prevents ecological explanations from being
reduced to explanations of physics. Others insist that to recognize laws of ecology, we need to
clear up some misconceptions about the laws of physics: they are not exceptionless, do not make
precise predictions, and cannot be mere regularities. Freed from these misconceptions, we can
see that ecology is analogous to physics and has laws similar to it (Colyvan and Ginzburg 2010).
These arguments and ecologists’ contributions have led to several inventories of laws of ecology,
yet there is no consensus list of laws, but rather multiple and partially overlapping proposals, as
follows.

Ginzburg (1986) argued that Malthusian exponential growth is a law of ecology and for us-
ing it as a basis for articulating the theory of population biology (Colyvan and Ginzburg 2003a,
2003b). In addition to Malthus’s law, Berryman (1999, 2003) showed that ecology uses laws
that cover intraspecific cooperation, competition, predator-prey interaction, and limiting factors
acting on a population, such as Liebig’s law of the minimum. He is one of the few that claims
that these laws are not specific to ecology, but are reformulations of principles from general
systems theory, physics and chemistry. Turchin’s (2001) list of laws overlaps with Berryman’s,
but adds the law of self-limiting growth of populations and consumer-resource oscillations. Ex-
amining G. E. Hutchinson’s (1957, 1961) considerations of the conditions of coexistence of
competing species in their ecological niches, Weber (1999) made the case for the principle of
competitive exclusion as a law of ecology, a view adopted later by Raerinne and Baedke (2015).
Furthermore, Lange (2000, 2005) identified three examples of ecological laws: Liebig’s law of
the minimum, the law of constant final yield, the 3/2 thinning law, and the area law from island
biogeography. And Mikkelson (2003) argued that ecology is primarily a law-oriented science,
and that some generalizations that refer to structural and/or functional kinds in ecology are its
genuine laws.

Besides Malthus’s law, Ginzburg and Colyvan (2004) argued that ecological allometries,
which are “statistical regularities that hold between various biological and ecological quantities”
(12), are also good candidates for laws of ecology. For example, Kleiber allometry shows that
basal metabolic rate is proportional to a 3

4
power of body weight. Other allometries are those

discovered by Fenchel, Damuth, and Calder (Ginzburg and Colyvan 2004, 16–21).1
The goal of ecologists to show that ecology has genuine laws is typically tied to their concern

to demonstrate that it is a science on a par with physics and not just a historical investigation.
This endeavor is incomplete because it does not show how the identified laws, or regularities,
perform their work in explanations and predictions. Philosophers of ecology have gone a step
further in this regard and showed that laws of ecology—understood in a restricted sense as
explicated above—play two explanatory roles, as outlined by Weber (1999, 81): (1) they can be
part of covering-law style explanations, or (2) they describe a default state and that description

1Not everybody agrees with these views on laws in ecology and its similarity to physics. For disagreements see
for example O’Hara (2005) and Lockwood (2008). The latter disputes that Malthus’s growth is a law of ecology
and argues that the arguments for lawhood from analogy to physics are based on a misunderstanding of physics.
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is used to formulate contrastive explanations that also appeal to mechanisms to account for
departure of the observed state from the default state. Ginzburg and Colyvan have extensively
argued in favor of this second role. Whether all aforementioned laws of ecology play both roles,
or only one of them, and in what cases, or none is an extensive research project in itself that is
important to pursue to give a more extensive account of their explanatory role in ecology.

In this article, my objective is to demonstrate the following: (i) Weber’s claim that the
competitive exclusion principle explains by direct application is not supported by Gause’s work
that he cites to buttress his proposal—Gause insisted on describing the mechanisms responsible
for competitive exclusion—nor by other aspects of explanatory practice of ecologists. (ii) The
covering-law model explanation offers a better alternative view on explanation by direct applica-
tion. On this view, competitive exclusion principle as well as other laws can explain by being a
part of covering-law models, which also require descriptions of mechanisms. I use an example
from Tilman’s research on resource competition to illustrate the covering-law model explana-
tion. Although Ginzburg and Colyvan did not foresee the role of Malthus’s law in covering-law
style explanations, the covering-law model can accommodate it. Finally, (iii) even when laws
describe a default state, as Ginzburg and Colyvan argue, or are assumed as a contrast class in
Weber’s view, it is mechanisms that do the heavy explanatory work. In light of (i), (ii) and (iii),
I conclude that the case for laws in ecological explanations also makes the case for the central-
ity of mechanisms in ecological explanations, and further work should be directed toward their
analysis and classification.

2 Laws of Ecology in Covering-Law Style Explanations

2.1 An Interpretation of Explanation by Direct Application of Laws and Resulting Issues

Weber (1999) contends the principle of competitive exclusion explains by direct application to a
situation where competitive exclusion obtains regularly, and the case of the “bottle experiment”
of G. F. Gause “contains all the elements of this basic type of competition-based ecological
explanation” (81). Gause’s experiment on paramecia showed that (1) P. aurelia always drove
P. caudatum to extinction, while (2) P. caudatum and P. bursaria coexisted. The principle easily
explains regularity (1), which is an instance of it, but not regularity (2), which is not an instance.
Weber’s description of the explanatory role of the principle applied to the first regularity is
limited to the following: “The explanation given is simply a direct application of the principle
itself. The most straightforward analysis for such cases, I suggest, is to say that the principle
functions as a law-like generalization which tells us that, under the given conditions, one of
the two-species communities had to be unstable (by causal necessity)” (81). I interpret this
brief description as a proposal to understand the role of the principle of competitive exclusion
in terms of the deductive-nomological (DN) account. The principle is the law required by the
explanans (or explaining material), the explanandum (or phenomenon to be explained) being
extinction of P. caudatum due to P. aurelia.

A conception of ecological explanation formulated along the lines of Hempel’s (1965) DN
model faces some difficulties.2 Firstly, Weber’s account of competition-based ecological expla-

2In addition to Weber (1999), Lange (2000), and Mikkelson (2003) assume, implicitly or explicitly, the DN
perspective on explanations. Mikkelson examines the case when explananda are general regularities: law-like
generalities that do not refer to particular biological taxa explain generalities that involve particular historical kinds
(1392). By contrast, Weber and Lange focus on the case of explananda being particular facts. Most problems I will
raise with respect to Weber’s account of the explanatory role by direct application of the principle of competitive
exclusion would also apply to the views of Lange and Mikkelson, since they adopt the same perspective on the
explanatory role of laws.
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nation contained in the bottle-experiments of Gause does not consider important features of
those experiments and how the latter explained competitive exclusion. A direct application of
the principle of competitive exclusion cannot formulate a satisfactory explanation becauseGause
(1934) claimed that a central part of such an explanation is the “direct study of the factors limit-
ing growth” (58). Lotka-Volterra equations express competitive exclusion and Gause thought
they are needed to consider the process of competition “as a whole” (7). However, “they do not
throw any real light on the underlying factors which control the growth of a population” and the
acceptable way to investigate them is to study empirically the factors controlling the growth and
then to express them in quantitative form (43). And Gause emphasized this idea throughout
his book and applied it also to the study of competition between P. aurelia and P. caudatum. He
determined experimentally that P. caudatum grows at a faster rate than P. aurelia—and so has an
advantage—and quantified the growth rate for each species and the coefficients of relative food
consumption. Likewise experimentally he determined that P. aurelia is more resistant to waste
products of P. bursaria—the bacterium that is their food source—which confers it an advantage
compared to P. caudatum. Given these differential advantages, which species will competitively
eliminate the other one depends on “the decisive factor of competition”—rapid utilization of the
food resources or resistance to waste products (Gause 1934, 112–13). Consequently, a satisfac-
tory explanation has to consider foremost “the underlying factors which control the growth of
a population” but the principle of competitive exclusion does not do this. As a result, it cannot
provide a satisfactory explanation and contrary to Weber it cannot be “simply a direct applica-
tion of the principle itself.” Gause’s insistence on the underlying factors is representative of the
current mechanistic approach to competition and to other ecological phenomena, rather than
of a nomothetic perspective.

Secondly, Weber’s proposal does not do justice to how Gause in particular and ecologists
more generally use models to describe and explain. In various sciences, including ecology, scien-
tists use models to formulate predictions that they hope will agree with the data obtained from
interaction with the world. Should the prediction agree with the data, it is concluded that the
model most likely fits the world. The model would be discarded if its prediction does not agree
with the data. Typically, a prediction does not exactly match data, but it closely approximates
them. Of the many models that yield predictions, scientists would choose those models whose
predictions better match the data and the model would be best-fitting.3 Gause’s research im-
plemented this epistemological conception long before philosophers have articulated it. In his
words: “The quantitative expression of the growth of population must go hand in hand with a
direct study of the factors which control growth. Only in those cases, where the results deduced
from equations are confirmed by the data obtained through entirely different methods, by a direct
study of the factors limiting growth, can we be sure of the correctness of the quantitative theories”
(Gause 1934, 58). After having performed a number of experiments, Gause concludes: “the
process of competition under our conditions has always resulted in one species being entirely
displaced by another, in complete agreement with the predictions of the mathematical theory”
(103). The mathematical theory that he refers to is the Lotka-Volterra equation of competition,
which is the model used to derive the prediction that there is no equilibrium between competing
species occupying the same “niche” and that one of them will be displaced (48). Considering
this, it is more appropriate to conceive of the explanation of competitive exclusion not in terms
of application of a law that produces an effect by causal necessity, but in terms of the fit between
a model incorporating that law and experimentally obtained data, plus an empirical study of the
factors limiting growth. This approach has the added benefit of not assuming that laws func-

3For a more detailed account see Ford (2000), Giere (1999), Giere, Bickle, and Mauldin (2006).
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tion in the complex ecological setting with deterministic force and incorporates random events,
which account for the discrepancy between what is predicted and what is observed.

Thirdly, the bottle experiments that Gause and a few other ecologists performed in labo-
ratory conditions satisfy the unrealistic assumptions of the Lotka-Volterra equations (homoge-
neous and constant environment, no immigration or emigration), and they did result in com-
petitive exclusion. However, the goal of ecologists is to explain phenomena as they happen in
nature, laboratory experiments being important tools toward that end. The systems that ecolo-
gists study in nature do not satisfy those assumptions. To fully explicate this type of competition-
based ecological explanation, Weber had to show how bottle-experiments and the principle of
competitive exclusion are related to explanations of phenomena in natural conditions. In the
absence of such a demonstration, Weber has only attempted to show how the principle could be
used to explain competitive exclusion in laboratory conditions, or in limited natural situations
that are isolated from disturbing influences and resemble as a result bottle experiments. Since
both of these instances represent limited ranges of cases, the principle of competitive exclusion
becomes a principle with a limited domain of direct application.

Fourthly, ecologists do not seem to apply in nomothetic fashion the principle to explain phe-
nomena occurring in natural conditions even when competitive exclusion happens. For example,
Amur honeysuckle (Loniceramaackii)—a shrub native toNEChina—competitively excludes na-
tive flora when it grows in the USA. Ecologists studying it talk about its competitive edge or
ability that is due to various life-history traits in the context of habitat structure, dynamics of
ecological communities, and ecosystem processes and function (McNeish and McEwan 2016).
They could have formulated an explanation by applying directly the principle of competitive
exclusion. That they did not do that, but prefer the meticulous documentation of how life-
history traits allow this species to exclude native flora indicates that ecologists have a standard
of explanation that is mechanistic, not nomological. Thus, Weber has yet to offer a convinc-
ing illustration of how the principle of competitive exclusion explains by direct application to a
phenomenon in the wild.

To address these difficulties, I propose rethinking explanation by direct application of com-
petitive exclusion principle as well as of other ecological laws in terms of the covering-law model
explanation that I examine next.

2.2 An Alternative Proposal: Covering-LawModel Explanations

Elgin and Sober (2002) offer a view on the explanatory role of laws that Bokulich (2011) calls
covering-lawmodel explanation. Elgin and Sober argue that the explanans explains the explanan-
dum “not by entailing it or by conferring a probability on it (high or low), but by showing that
the value described in the explanandum is close to the value predicted by the idealization” (448).
The explanans must contain (a) descriptions of the initial conditions, and (b) an idealized model.
They use optimality models to illustrate their proposal:

(i) Idealized law entailed by the optimality model: “If organisms are fitter the closer
they are to the optimal value α and if no forces other than selection are at work in
the population, then the population will evolve to a state in which all organisms
exhibit the trait value α.”
(ii) Partial description of initial conditions: “Organisms are fitter the closer they
are to the optimal value α.”
(iii) Observed facts: “The n organisms in the population have trait values β1, β2, …,
βn (where each βi differs only negligibly from α).” (Elgin and Sober 2002, 447)
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Propositions (i) and (ii) explain (iii) in the sense that they show that the value described in (iii) is
close to that predicted by (i) and (ii). Propositions (i) and (ii) do not make up a complete expla-
nation, since they do not describe all causally relevant factors; nonetheless, they are explanatory
(Elgin and Sober 2002, 447). The model plays a central role in this account, and its explanatory
role is grounded in its ability to represent the pattern of counterfactual dependence specific to
the target system.

A good example to illustrate the application of the covering-law model for reconstructing
explanations using the principle of competitive exclusion can be extracted from Tilman’s (1977)
research on resource competition that he later developed into a theory of resource competition
and community structure (Tilman 1982). Gause’s work is less suitable for such an illustration
because he did not make specific predictions about the outcome of competition between the
microorganisms he used. Tilman, however, did a “direct study of the factors limiting growth”
which are the physiological constants of phosphate and silica requirements by two species of
freshwater algae (Asterionella formosa and Cyclotella meneghiniana), and predicted under what
conditions they will coexist or one of them will dominate. Predictions were then compared with
observed data. His experiments used media with varying concentrations of the limited resources
phosphate and silica, cultures of the two species of algae, and two different models of resource
competition—Monod equations and the variable internal stores model of growth—which he
used separately to determine how well “single species physiological information can predict the
outcome of competition” (1977, 338). Importantly for this discussion of the explanatory role
of the competitive exclusion principle, Tilman (1977) notes that both models are analogous to
the Lotka-Volterra equations (347). One experiment began with cultures containing ≈ 1,000
cell/mL of each species, the medium being phosphate limited. 24 days later, there were no
cells of Cyclotella in the 1 mL sample counted, whereas the count of Asterionella was > 104,
indicating competitive exclusion of the former species. Competitive dominance was defined
as the situation when a species comprised 95% or more of the cells from the culture. What
explains this competitive success of Asterionella? A covering-law model explanation would look
as follows:

(i) Idealized law: Monod model of growth of a single species limited by a single resource; it
states that of all the nutrients that are potentially limiting, the one nutrient that is most
limiting will completely determine the growth rate of a species;

(ii) Partial description of initial conditions: (a) experimentally determined physiological con-
stants of levels of phosphate and silicate concentrations required for the growth of Aste-
rionella and Cyclotella; (b) varying concentrations of phosphate and silica in the medium
and varying flow rates;

(iii) Graphical model predicting in light of (i) and (ii) that Asterionella should be dominant in
regions with limited phosphate, Cyclotella will dominate in silicate limited regions, and
species coexistence in regions in which both species are limited by different resources.

(iv) Observed facts: no cells of Cyclotella and >104 cells of Asterionella in a phosphate limited
medium.

Results predicted in (iii) show close fit to observed data (iv). Monod model and description
of the initial conditions explain observed data by showing that the derived competitive domi-
nance of Asterionella is close to the actual data, and how the observed data could have changed
if the physiological constants of phosphate and silica requirements, proportion of these limited
resources in the environment had been different. Equations of the Monod model represent
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ecological processes “as a whole,” Gause could have said. Moreover, Tilman’s account of com-
petitive dominance and coexistence of the two species of algae also explains over 70% of observed
variance of the two species along a natural gradient of phosphate and silica in Lake Michigan
(1977, 348). This implies that the covering-law model applies both to phenomena constructed
in the lab and to those in the wild. In both cases predictions derived from the model and
descriptions of initial conditions are compared for fit with observed data.

The covering-law model similarly accounts for the explanatory role of Malthus’s law when
applied to cases that show exponential growth, even if Ginzburg and Colyvan do not ascribe
it this explanatory role. Such growth happens for instance in invasive species, or in cases with-
out predation and interspecific competition.4 For examples, see Rockwood (2015) and Gotelli
(2008). Additionally, possibly all of the proposed ecological laws listed in section 1 could be
used as an idealized law in a covering-law model explanation. Since most proposals of those
laws are also principles from population ecology, which relies heavily on model building and
testing of predictions of models against actual data, this proposal has the added benefit to better
account for explanations from population ecology than the DN perspective.

Furthermore, the covering-law model view on explanation and its illustrations help respond
to objections raised in section 2.1 to constructing ecological explanation in terms of the DN
model. I answer them in a different order, though: (2) Because the covering-law model account
uses models to formulate predictions and test them against observed data when formulating
explanations, it is consistent with this practice of ecologists. Additionally, it also deals with
discrepancies between observed numbers and those derived from the model plus descriptions
of initial conditions, since models are accepted based on how closely their predictions match
observed data. (3) The covering-law model applies to explanations of ecological phenomena in
the wild and in the lab, as shown by Tilman’s extension of lab results to the natural conditions
of lake Michigan.

Responding to objection (1) based on Gause’s work, it has to be observed that it is not the
case that the covering-law model does not accept an explanatory role for mechanisms as the no-
tion “law” from its name might suggest. Tilman developed and argued for a mechanistic theory
of competition, the notion “mechanism” referring to physiological, morphological, or behav-
ioral features of a species. The different requirements for silica and phosphate that Asterionella
andCyclotella exhibit are physiological features that make up a mechanism in Tilman’s sense and
they are listed next to the varying concentrations of phosphate and silica under condition (ii).
Identification of the physiological, morphological, or behavioral features represents the “direct
study of the factors limiting growth” that Gause required ecological explanations to be based on.
Descriptions of initial conditions can thus accommodate descriptions of mechanisms as well
as other “factors limiting growth.” In addition, models from condition (i) represent various eco-

4To illustrate application of the covering-law model to exponential growth, I use an example of exponential
growth in the wild based on Gotelli (2008), but with slight modifications. In 1937, eight pheasants were intro-
duced onto Protection island, close to the coast of Washington State, that had abundant food resources and lacked
predators. Distance between the island and the coast precluded migration. By 1938 the population increased to 30
birds, and to 418 by 1940. Why did the population of pheasants number 418 individuals in 1940? A covering-law
model explanation proceeds as follows:

(i) Idealized law: Law of Exponential Growth/Malthus’s Law: Nt = N0e
rt.

(ii) Partial description of initial conditions: there were 8 birds in 1937.
(iii) Partial description of initial conditions: the rate of increase r was ln(3.75) = 1.3217.
(iv) Observed facts: there were 418 birds by 1940.
From (i), (ii), and (iii), which make up the explanans, one deduces the population size to be 421 in 1940, yet the

actual size was 418. The model expressing the law and the initial conditions explain the observed data by showing
that the derived population size 421 is close to the actual data, and how the observed data could have changed if
the rate of increase or the initial population size had been different.
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logical processes “as a whole,” satisfying another expectation of Gause. Finally, that ecologists
studying invasive species concentrate on discovering mechanisms of competitive success indi-
cates the inability of the general principle of competitive exclusion to explain without a detailed
description of the particular mechanism and its limited domain of application, but this is not a
shortcoming of the covering-law model of explanation, which cannot have as a reconstruction
of ecological explanation more than what ecologists themselves are putting in it. Even with a
limited domain of application of ecological laws, the covering-law model of explanation fares
better than the DN model, as I have shown so far.

The foregoing analysis has demonstrated that mechanisms are important in ecological ex-
planations even when they appeal to laws of ecology. Yet mechanisms play a more prominent
role. The principle of competitive exclusion, or Malthus’s law apply to different ecological phe-
nomena and are invariant across them. What explains the particular different phenomena is
not the competitive exclusion principle, or Malthus’s law, but the mechanisms characteristic to
specific cases. Competition between Asterionella and Cyclotella, P. aurelia and P. caudatum, L.
maackii and native plants involve the principle of competitive exclusion, but the mechanisms
are different. In one case it is physiological requirements of silica and phosphate, in the other it
is resistance to waste of Bacillus pyocyaneus, and in the latter it is a cohort of mechanisms: early
leafing and late senescence, production of allelochemicals by roots and shoots, above-ground
competition for light and below-ground competition for water and nutrients, lack of predators,
etc. Consequently, even the explanatory use of laws in ecology make a case for the explanatory
importance of mechanisms.

Responding to a concern from an anonymous reviewer should contribute to clarifying the
relationship between mechanisms and laws. According to that concern, “since ‘mechanisms’
themselves involve appeal to laws, ecological explanations that make use of mechanisms are in
fact still making use of laws.” To respond to this objection, it is important to clarify what eco-
logical mechanisms are and how they are different from laws. I have tentatively characterized
individual-level ecological mechanisms for a phenomenon as consisting of “entities, biotic or
abiotic, that perform specific activities and are organized in certain ways by virtue of their prop-
erties such that they are responsible for the phenomenon” (Pâslaru 2017, 359). To the extent
that laws govern these components of mechanisms they are not ecological laws, but laws of
physics, chemistry, physiology, or other sciences that study phenomena that are more funda-
mental than phenomena of ecology in the conventional ontological hierarchy. When ecologists
describe and then model mechanisms, they do not refer to the laws of these more basic sciences
or to other laws of ecology, but describe properties of entities, their behaviors and organization,
just like Tilman did when he described the silica and phosphate requirements of algae.

3 Ecological Laws as Descriptors of Default States

Discussions of laws of ecology rely on an analogy with Newton’s first law: In the absence of
forces acting on an object, the acceleration of the object is zero (Serway and Jewett 2008). This
analogy serves two purposes: (1) to argue that ecology has laws (Colyvan and Ginzburg 2003),
and (2) to describe the role of these laws in explanations (Weber 1999, Colyvan and Ginzburg
2004). Following this analogy, Colyvan and Ginzburg, and Weber identify different laws of
ecology, yet they see them as playing the same role of descriptors of a default state that one would
expect to occur. Usually the observed state deviates from the expected default and descriptions of
mechanisms are necessary to account for the deviation from the default. The logic of ecological
explanation becomes similar to explanations in classical mechanics that useNewton’s first law. In
this role, laws are part of explanations of instances to which they “do not actually apply” (Weber
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1999, 83). This is the second role that laws of ecology play in explanations, and I examine it
next.

3.1 Ginzburg and Colyvan: Laws as Descriptors of Default States Acted Upon by Mechanisms

Ginzburg was the first to argue that Malthus’s law is analogous to Newton’s first law and that
it is the only formula in population dynamics that deserves the term “law,” all the other for-
mulas being models (Ginzburg 1986). With Colyvan, he proposed a research program for
ecology modeled after Newtonian principles (Colyvan and Ginzburg 2003a, 2003b, Colyvan
and Ginzburg 2010, Ginzburg and Colyvan 2004). They argue that similarly to Newton’s first
law, Malthus’s law describes a default state of a growing population when no disturbing forces
are present. Analogously to the second law of classical physics that defines the concept of force
as a quantity resulting in acceleration, Ginzburg and Colyvan (2004) “define ‘ecological forces’
quantities that act on growing (or declining) populations as second-order quantities—‘ecological
accelerations’ ” (101). Similarly to physics, Malthus’s law and the definition of ecological forces
open up a research program to identify ecological forces, or mechanisms—a term that they also
use—that affect the dynamics of populations.

Maternal effect is one of the mechanisms influencing the growth of a population. It causes
inertia in population dynamics due to daughters’ reproduction responding both to their condi-
tions as well as to conditions experienced by their mothers. When mothers experience plentiful
resources, this leads to births overshooting the equilibrium value of the population, and to un-
dershooting that value when they are undernourished. As a result, the population can oscillate
around the equilibrium value (Ginzburg and Colyvan 2004, 50). When this maternal effect
is incorporated into the exponential growth equation, it yields this model that assumes non-
overlapping generations:

Nt+1 = RNtf(Xt)

Xt+1 = Xtg

(
S

Nt+1

)
(1)

N is population abundance, X is the average individual quality, while parameter R is the max-
imum population growth rate of individuals of very high average quality. R is assumed to be
greater than 1. If R < 1, the population will decline; t represents time in generations; f is a
monotonically increasing function of quality, X , while g is a monotonically increasing function
of per capita food, S/Nt+1 (Ginzburg and Colyvan 2004, 50–51).

The covering-law model accounts for the explanatory use of Malthus’s Law in conjunction
with the maternal effect mechanism, given Ginzburg and Taneyhill’s (1994) assessment of this
model in contrast to delayed logistic models by fitting it to empirical data on the periods of
oscillations of six populations of different forest moth species. The better fit of the maternal
effect model is a key premise in their reasoning that concludes: “the maternal effect model must
be considered as a strong contender for explaining cycles in forest moths” (88). A covering-law
model reconstruction of their explanation would look thus:

(i) Idealizedmodel: model (1) incorporating theMalthus’s law and thematernal effect mech-
anism;

(ii) Partial description of initial conditions: changing availability of resources for mothers at
times tn and tn+1, average individual quality, population growth rate;

(iii) Cycles periods of six species predicted in light of (i) and (ii).
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(iv) Observed facts: observed cycle periods of six species.

On this account, model (1) and description of initial conditions (ii) explain observed data
(iv) by showing that predictions (iii) it produces closely match observed data. Note that a model
of mechanism is part of the idealized model that does the explaining, but it could be formulated
separately from the law. The law of exponential growth and the description of initial conditions
cannot explain the change in population abundance without a description of the mechanism
driving that change in population abundance. Furthermore, multiple ecological forces, or mech-
anisms could be acting on a growing population, preventing the default state from occurring.
The problem for ecologists is to identify those mechanisms and determine their significance in
slowing the population growth. The default state is one, yet the mechanisms are multiple, and
so the explanatory burden falls on identifying the mechanisms without which the Malthus’s law
is explanatorily powerless, and “only empirical work can tell us what the true mechanisms are.
We have no illusions about this being an easy task,” conclude Ginzburg and Taneyhill (1994,
88).

3.2 Weber: Laws as Descriptors of a Default State as a Contrast Class

Hutchinson’s (1961) work on plankton underlies Weber’s (1999) proposal5 that the principle of
competitive exclusion describes a default state that one would expect to occur, but it does not,
yet “we can trust it in the work of finding out what has happened to cause its empirical falsifi-
cation” (Hutchinson 1961, 143). On this proposal, the structure of explanations in community
ecology of coexisting organisms with similar ecological requirements contains these elements:
(i) a description of coexisting species requiring similar limited resources, (ii) a description of the
contrast class (only the species that is the superior competitor exists) based on the principle of
competitive exclusion, and (iii) a causal mechanism—such as environmental variation—which
shows how the coexisting species evade competitive exclusion. Coexistence described in (i) is in
need of explanation, which is sought against the background of competition theory associated
with the principle of competitive exclusion (Weber 1999, 82–83).

Weber makes a compelling case for the contrastive role of the principle of competitive exclu-
sion in explanations from community ecology and I see no major reasons to dispute it, but I will
make a few observations about some aspects that require future work. Yet I am not dismissing
the concerns raised lately about this principle. It is viewed as circular and able to predict coexis-
tence of species occupying the same niche, rather than competitive exclusion, and competitive
exclusion of those that are dissimilar, rather than their coexistence (Keddy 2000; Johnson and
Bronstein 2019), and it does not work as a contrast class for small populations (Melbourne and
Hastings 2008). These objections question its ability to describe a default state, as well as its
heuristic value to help make questions more precise. The limits of this article do not allow me
to address in detail all these issues.

In his attempt to articulate the aim and structure of ecological theory of interspecific compe-
tition, Weber (1999) focuses on the law-like character of the principle of competitive exclusion
and its role of descriptor of a contrast class, but he sheds less light on the nature of mecha-
nisms. It is clear that they are a necessary step in explaining coexistence: “The explanation then
proceeds by citing a causal mechanism—environmental variation—which shows how the algae
can evade competitive exclusion” (83). Besides environmental variation, hidden niche differ-
ences, predation, or a combination of such mechanisms might be responsible for coexistence of

5Raerinne and Baedke (2015) adopt this view as all, yet they do not show on the basis of an ecological example
how exactly appeal to the competitive exclusion principle helps answer the research question, but make a general
case for it. Hence, objections raised to Weber’s view apply to their reasoning as well.
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species (Weber 1999, 82). However, mechanisms play a more prominent role in the structure
of ecological theory and explanatory practice than Weber’s brief account discloses.

Ecologists, both past and present, take competitive exclusion as a background assumption,
yet appear to concentrate on identifying the mechanisms responsible for preventing exclusion
and on determining their combination and significance in making coexistence of species a real-
ity. The same principle of competitive exclusion is assumed in a great variety of cases, but the
mechanisms explaining departure from exclusion are many and different, which further indi-
cates the explanatory weight of mechanisms. The task of identifying them is far from trivial,
since “myriad mechanisms can promote coexistence through species differences” (Leibold and
McPeek 2006, 1403; see also Chesson 2000). That this task requires joining the efforts of two
opposing perspectives—the niche differentiation perspective and the neutral community view,
the latter being important for drawing attention to other processes and dynamics of groups of
species (Leibold and McPeek 2006)—further underscores its significance. Hutchinson himself
devotes the bulk of his 1961 plankton article on articulating possible mechanisms and processes
that could explain coexistence of the many species of phytoplankton. This insistence of ecolo-
gists on the identification of mechanisms indicates that an articulation of the structure of the
theory of interspecific competition has to incorporate a typology of ecological mechanisms, an
account of how they are related, and a description of experimental strategies for identifying the
constituents of mechanisms and for ensuring that their descriptions are empirically adequate.
This is a task for future philosophical work.

A further difficulty that Weber’s perspective has to address is that competitive exclusion is
not always a contrast class even in cases that show such exclusion. For example, research on
invasive species takes the default state, and thus the contrast class, to be coexistence rather than
competitive exclusion. Ecologists studying the introduced shrub Amur honeysuckle (Lonicera
maackii), and similar invasive species, ask “Why does this plant successfully displace native
species in the introduced range rather than coexist with them as it does in its native habitat or
in European habitats?” (Luken and Thiered 1996; Callaway and Ridenour 2004). The contrast
class in such cases is not competitive exclusion, but coexistence.

4 Conclusion

That laws of ecology play a central role in explanations by direct application or by describing a
contrast class does not minimize the role of mechanism descriptions. On the contrary, their role
becomes more prominent. When ecological laws are applied as part of a covering-law model
to explain phenomena, descriptions of mechanisms are still necessary to explain the difference
between observed data and those predicted from the model. When laws are used as descrip-
tors of default states or contrast classes, the explanatory burden falls on the identification of
mechanisms that cause deviation of observed phenomena from the condition described by the
contrast class. In many instances of explanations in ecology laws are not even mentioned, expla-
nations being articulated entirely in terms of mechanisms. Given this centrality of mechanisms
in ecology, further philosophical work on explanations in ecology has to produce a typology of
ecological mechanisms, an account of how they are related, and a description of strategies for ex-
perimentally identifying the constituents of mechanisms and for ensuring that their descriptions
are empirically adequate.
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